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Abstract—Climate change is seriously threatening human security and development, leading to global warming and economic, political, and social chaos. Many artists have created visual responses that challenge perceptions on climate change, actively guiding people to think about the climate issues and potential crises after urban industrialization and explore positive solutions. This project is an interdisciplinary and intertextual study where art practice is informed by culture, philosophy, psychology, ecology, and science. By correlating theory and artistic practice, it studies how art practice creates a visual way of understanding climate issues and uses art as a way of exploring speculative futures. In the context of practical-based research, arts-based practice as research and creative practice as interdisciplinary research are applied alternately to seek the original solution and new knowledge. Through creative art practice, this project has established visual ways of looking at climate change and has developed it into a model to generate more possibilities, an alternative way of exploring speculative futures. In the context of practical-based research, arts-based practice as research, creative practice, speculative future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the 21st century, climate issues have become increasingly prominent due to the accelerated development of economic globalization. According to a study by the European Commission in 2016, human activities, such as burning fossil fuels, cutting down rainforests, growing livestock, and the spread of transportation, produce many greenhouse gases (GHG) into the air, leading to climate change [7]. This breaks the balance of various natural GHG in the original ecosystem and causes economic, political, and social chaos [16], [28], [36], [40], [44]. In response to climate change, countries passed the Paris Agreement at COP21 in Paris in November 2016. It requires all parties to do their utmost to reduce GHG emissions and limit global temperature increases under 2 °C of the level before the industrial revolution and try to control it within 1.5 °C [15]. Although there are some significant obstacles in global governance, such as the United States’ withdrawal from the Paris Agreement in 2017, several developing and developed countries are actively working to mitigate and adapt for the long-term sustainable development of humankind [9], [31], [39], [43], [47].

Climate change is impacting on all aspects of human life. It is like a “hyperobject”, which not only exists in the past and the present but the future [3], [27]. It is everywhere. As a powerful visual language, the ‘pre-appearance’ of art represents the existence of objects which are ‘not-yet-being’. It guides people’s thoughts and souls to the sublime events and gives people the perspective to rethink and examine the future [3], [4], [19], [22], [24], [25], [27]. It can reveal reality and present the true appearance of the world to an audience. To fight against climate change, many artists have created visual concepts to challenge their views on climate change and global warming from various aspects, to guide people to think about ecological problems and potential crises after urban industrialization and explore positive solutions. In art practice, artists challenge their beliefs with their artistic language. This artistic language is the material existence of artistic conception, which effectively interprets climate change and conveys climate change-related knowledge to people [2], [6], [7], [12], [18], [27], [34]. Simultaneously, it is the only way to generate artistic works [46]. Indeed, due to the diverse types of art and the personality of artists, artistic languages are also different. Through different artistic perspectives and ways of thinking, artists regard art as a powerful means through which people face problems, question the current situation, and even explore sustainable and speculative futures.

This paper focuses on understanding the influence of visual language and media to change and inform ideologies, behaviours, and perceptions. Based on the study of artworks of influential artists engaged in climate and environmental surveys, such as Wheatfield - A Confrontation (1982) by Agnes Danes, Heat and the Heartbeat of the City (2004) by Andrea Polli, Rain Room (2012) by The Random International, Flight Patterns (2012-present) by Aaron Koblin, Wildfire Progression Series (2012-present) by Adrien Segal, Earth Works: Mapping the Anthropocene (2018) by Justin Brice Guariglia, Wake and Unmoored (2018) by Mel Chin, Natural Order (2020) by Edward Burtynsky, and Pollinator Pathmaker (2021) by Dr Alexandra Daisy, this paper interprets and presents how art as an ideological metaphor and a new method can produce creative changes in the space of climate change by artistic practice. Also, it has critically theorized and evaluated approaches concerning the research proposition, results, and impact to prove art as a visual language of ideas. Concisely, this project is carried out...
through a practice-based approach, taking the ecological thinking on ‘hyperobjects’ of Timothy Morton and Ernst Bloch’s concepts of ‘speculative materialism’ and ‘ontology of not-yet-being’ as the theoretical and philosophical basis. The purpose is to create a new framework of understanding through artistic practice that responds to climate issues and explores a sustainable and predictable future.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This paper utilizes theory and artistic practice to respond to the themes and issues of climate change. The research object is art practice, focusing on how creative art in the digital media field can be employed as a framework for understanding climate change and exploring sustainable futures. The research parameter focuses on whether this project creates a new visual language responding to climate change. The research methods include creative practice as interdisciplinary research and arts-based practice as research. These two methods are conducted alternately. In this project, arts-based practice as research is a spiral process of research and development, including the overall planning of research tasks, research objects, theoretical underpinning, artistic creation, and reflective observation. This paper will record the research process and results, creative artworks, and participatory observational activities. The purpose is to respond to community and environmental problems and explore a sustainable and speculative future through specific creative digital art as research.

Stage 1: Initial Artworks to Explore Research Priorities

The early artworks of this project take artistic practice as a method to deal with the theme and problems of climate change. Invisible Inside (Fig. 1), Climate Trace (Fig. 2), and If the Weather Talks (Fig. 3) creatively express their thinking and understanding of the ecological environment and speculative futures, respectively, from the perspective of giving attention to climate change, giving attention to the environment for improving climate change, and using climate data to give attention to the climate crisis, preliminarily exploring and responding to the research question of this project [8], [13], [15], [32], [33], [37]. Concretely, based on the living environment and eye characteristics of endangered species affected by climate change, this project designed Invisible Inside (2019) using digital software to tell the stories of 12 endangered species. The eye is the soul’s window, which can convey rich emotions. All its components work together to help humans obtain external visual information. It can be said that the eyes are like an ecosystem. If the function of one structure changes, it will affect the function of other structures. Although these changes are invisible to the naked eye, they do exist. Once damaged, human beings lose their visual contact with the outside world. Likewise, although the ecological environment of different organisms is different, it will change in the face of the threat of climate change. Some organisms may evolve, while others may be on the verge of extinction. This artistic practice hopes to establish the connection between people and other species through the medium of eyes.

Climate Trace (2020) comprises a self-making Chinese Xuan paper and a short video. In this artistic practice, the Xuan paper was placed in dozens of scenes where people often go in their daily life (parks, bamboo forests, roads, lakeside, communities, and so on) so that this paper can experience the weather changes in the daily life of residents, such as sunny days, cloudy days, rainstorms, strong winds. In this work, the Xuan paper is a metaphor for humans, and the climate change that the Xuan paper has experienced is what human beings have experienced. In other words, this work attached its ecological thought to the Xuan paper, creating a narrative way of explaining climate change from daily life, calling people’s attention to spontaneously think about the relationship between themselves and their surroundings and climate change. With the changes of weather patterns such as storms, the change in atmospheric pressure will have a notable consequence on the human body, particularly on some people who are especially sensitive to the climate.

Fig. 1 Invisible Inside (2019) Works by Wenwen Liu

Fig. 2 Climate Trace (2020) Works by Wenwen Liu

If the Weather Talks (2020) consists of five digital screens that visualize the real-time temperature data in Beijing, London, New York, Melbourne, and Singapore. The colours displayed on the screen are determined by temperature and weather phenomena. For example, when the weather is sunny, and the temperature is 18 °C to 25 °C, there will be warm colours. The weather is rainy, the temperature is 18 °C to 25 °C, and there
will be cold colours. This work aims to create an environment for the audience to connect with their daily life, encouraging audiences to think and question their connection with climate warming and the environment.

By and large, in terms of giving attention to climate change, this project attempted to create visual approaches to presenting the climate crisis, making people aware of the threat and vitality of climate change. In terms of giving attention to the environment for improving climate change, it attempted to design a social imagination through technology, exploring solutions that are conducive to the existence of all species. In terms of using climate data to give attention to the climate crisis,
it developed an emotive language by visualizing climate data, enhancing people's awareness of climate change and raising the issue of future responsibility. Through exploring these three aspects, the art practice of this project has constantly been evolving from a personal perspective to a community perspective and then to a global perspective. These first art experiments established that digital media art is a field with diversity, creativity, interactivity, freshness, and exciting potential [20], [26], [42], [45], [46], [48]. It enables artists to give full play to their imagination, enrich their artistic expression, and enrich the expressive power of the digital within the conceptual space. Utilizing technology engages with innovation and integrates, promotes subject knowledge, and comprehensively displays a unique expression of the language of emotive value to the integration of art, science, and technology.

**Stage 2: Creative Practice Informed by Observational Activities as Research**

In 2020, this project conducted participatory observation research in the Kubuqi Desert (Fig. 4) to directly understand the process of environmental change, obtain environmental knowledge in ecological practice, and create a visual archival and primary knowledge base. In the Western Zhou Dynasty, the Kubuqi Desert was a human settlement. However, from the end of the Eastern Han Dynasty, due to the intensification of human activities and the arid and windy climate, it gradually evolved into the sixth-largest desert in China [10], [21]. Accordingly, it severely threatens the survival and development of residents and around cities. In 1988, with the strong support of the Chinese government, local enterprises and residents' associations, the Kubuqi Desert Ecological Restoration Project was launched. This creates not only a sustainable development model driven by the balance of desertification control, ecological restoration, economic development, and poverty alleviation but also an essential reference and of crucial significance for the improvement of the ecological environment [14], [21], [30], [38], [49]. This participatory observational research mainly carried out two tasks: a conversation with sand-control worker Zhang Xiwang to understand the impact of desert governance on residents and the environment, and a two-day tree planting tour to deeply experience the ecological environment of the Kubuqi Desert. The research results of this research became the content for this project's digital art practice in reframing sustainable speculative futures.

Speculative design is based on imagination, the ability to imagine other worlds and other choices [5]. This ability can be summarized in Utopia, which is people's imagination and assumption of future possibilities. These possibilities are not only a state of the existence of the world itself but also a state of the future existence of new things [3], [11], [17]. The Kubuqi Desert Greening Project is a typical case of China's fight against climate warming. It not only respects the desert ecosystem but also successfully governs the harsh ecological environment realizing the symbiosis between humans and the environment and promoting social and economic development. From this basis, this project developed the artwork **Climate Coding** (Fig. 5). It is a digital media artwork designed by Unreal Engine, algorithmic coding, and 3D computer technology. Specifically, with the help of Unreal Engine, this project built 744 small square rooms, placed by month and year. Every room is brightened with lights of distinct colourings, which are transformed by algorithmic coding of the Kubuqi Desert's temperature data. In real life, the temperature is closely related to people's emotions. Nevertheless, it is usually displayed in digital form, which cannot give people an intuitive feeling. However, different colours can directly prompt people's feelings about temperature and affect people's moods differently. Through these 744 small rooms, this project created an environment related to people's daily life. People live together in a room called the earth; people live together in a room called home [1]. After an occupied day, they will ultimately return to their own room, where they can unwind and rest. This space will make them feel safe and comfortable. Therefore, in this work, each small room represents a person's living space, and the temperature of this space is visualized through the colour of light to encourage people to think about the impact and feelings of climate change on themselves. The purpose of the work is to carry out speculative design through a specific ecological case study creating a digital and visual space of discourse where people can deeply understand the interaction and intervention between human behaviour and climate and experience a social dream existing in the past. This existence is not the present but a possibility for human beings to explore the future or the possibility of another world to reshape the present.
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Stage 3: Arts-Making to Transform an Understanding of Climate Change and a Speculative Future

Through expanding art practice and developing alternative social imagination of this project, it became committed to turning speculative making using a more significant global perspective to frame a global perception and understanding of climate change. Real-Time Climate Coding (Fig. 6) is a time-based artwork, that integrates algorithm coding, Arduino, and digital technology to display temperature data in real-time. It consisted of two digital screens and an online website. The regular dynamic shape was displayed on digital screen one, and its colour was visualized by real-time temperature data. Digital screen two was divided into 1440 digital squares representing 24 hours a day, i.e., 1440 minutes. The colour data per minute obtained from screen one were displayed from left to right and from top to bottom on screen two. When all squares of screen two were filled with colour blocks representing different temperatures, it would reset and start filling colour again. At the same time as resetting, the 24-hour colour data of this day would be uploaded to the online website for recording climate change. Through it, people can intuitively see the process of climate change in the past. In short, screen one showed the real-time observation of climate change, screen two recorded climate change in a day, and the online website stored long-term climate data. Through this work, people can better understand the relationship between man and the climate around them. In this work, the future is the critical point. It is a concept that does “not-yet-exist” but is always about to appear [3], [11], [23], [27], [29], [35]; tomorrow is the future of today, while the present is the future of the past. Real-Time Climate Coding is a metaphor for the future; it is the future of the past. Through it, people can directly see their contribution to climate change, encouraging them to take action for an improved sustainable future. Simultaneously, it records the process by that humankind must constantly surpass; the existing social conditions to pursue a better life. People can also perceive a negative side to the future in Real-Time Climate Coding. That is, a future of inaction. Climate change is seriously threatening human security and development. Research shows that the GHG concentrations are expected to increase further by 2019. At this rate, GHG concentrations will force global temperatures to rise to dangerous levels [16], [44]. Through Real-Time Climate Coding, people can intuitively see the terrible pictures caused by the change in temperature rise and its impact on themselves. This work develops a real-time discourse in space related to daily life, where people can intuitively see the process of climate change. It connects human emotions with the surrounding environment, helps people observe and reflect on their impact on the environment, calls on people to pay attention to global warming and dialectically think about the relationship between humans and ecosystems. At the same time, as an alternative social imagination, it affects problem-based concepts and ideology through visual art display, redisplay and interpretation, responds to climate change and readjusts society to a sustainable future.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Arts-based practice as research is a spiral process of research and development, including the overall planning of research tasks, research objects, theoretical basis, artistic creation, and reflective observation. It regards recording the research process and results, creating works of art and participatory observational activities as research materials. Through these two methods, this paper develops a digital media artwork: Climate Coding, responding to discussions including climate change and future development. As a successful climate restoration case, the Kubuqi Desert Greening Project has an exchange value that is cultural and socio-political and benefits society and the individual [14], [21], [41], [43]. It is a possibility that people explored over 30 years ago. With the joint efforts and positive intervention of the local people, companies, and government, it has become a reality. Taking the ecological experience and collected ecological data of the Kubuqi Desert as the creative language, with the help of the game engine, digital technology, algorithm programming, Climate Coding creates an ecological space where the audience can effectively communicate with climate change and deeply understand the
interaction and intervention between forest, humans, and climate. Thereby encouraging people to think about the impact and feelings of climate change on themselves and reflect on their behaviours and impact on the environment. Simultaneously, with the help of this successful ecological restoration case, **Climate Coding** encourages people to take active action to deal with climate warming. The art practice of the project has been recognized by some conferences such as AoMo 2022 in Liverpool, the 5th International Conference on Advanced Research in Education in Cambridge, and the European Conference on Arts, Design & Education, and exhibitions such as Boomer Gallery in London, CICA Museum in Seoul, and global arts initiative Micro Galleries, and magazines such as Haus A Reset and OcchiMagazine, and has been well promoted. This shows that this paper responds to global warming and explores a potential speculative future. Then, this project develops **Climate Coding** into a model: **Real-Time Climate Coding** to generate more possibilities and deeply explore the topic of the future. Concisely, this paper finds and creates a discussion space, developing alternative social imagination and encouraging people to think and find a sustainable speculative future conducive to the survival of all; concurrently, it proves that people have the ability to realize this future.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, climate change has become a significant global challenge that requires urgent attention and action. This paper has highlighted the impact of human activities on the environment, leading to climate change, and the efforts being made to mitigate and adapt to this issue, including the Paris Agreement. This paper has focused on the role of art as a visual language in understanding climate change and exploring sustainable and speculative futures. Through a practice-based approach, this paper has explored the use of creative digital art as a framework for responding to climate change and has developed the Climate Coding project as an ecological space for effective communication with climate change. This project has been recognized in conferences, exhibitions, and magazines, demonstrating the potential of art as a powerful means of generating social imagination and promoting positive action. The results and discussion of this paper have critically theorized and evaluated approaches concerning the research proposition, results, and impact to establish art as a visual language of ideas for the long-term sustainable development of humankind. It is hoped that this paper can inspire further research and art practice that contributes to addressing climate change and creating a better future for all.
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